The main subject of author's research during Summer Student Program 2017 was to analyse how temperature of environment affects temperature inside the MPD-TOF. The results of research are satisfactory.
Introduction
NICA (Nuclotron-based Ion Collider fAcility) is an accelerator complex designed in Dubna for the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research. The main task of that project is the examination of properties of dense baryonic matter [1] . The part of NICA complex is MPD (Multi-Purpose Detector). The MPD is designed to register particles emitted during heavy-ion collisions. Among the various components of the MPD is also the TOF (Time-OfFlight detector) [2] . The main subject of author's research during Summer Student Program 2017 was to analyse how temperature of environment affects temperature inside the MPD-TOF.
The MPD has been designed as a 4π spectrometer able to detect electrons, photons and charged hadrons in heavy-ion collisions in the energy range of the NICA collider [3] . The detector is composed of the following subsystems 
Analysis of results
At the beginning of the work, it was necessary to create a prototypes model of MPD-TOF in the program Autodesk Inventor 2018 (Fig. 1) . Aluminum was used as a material. The upper part of detector is filled with air. In the lower part, is vacuum. Four silicon elements on the acrylic plate are presented in 
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A picture showing how temperature changes affected the inside upper part of the MPD-TOF is attached below. Temperature in some places inside detector is much higher than 40 • C. The highest temperature in Fig. 3 is almost 120 • C (Picture A). It is also the highest temperature noted during simulations. In Picture B, the temperature on silicon elements is still higher than 100 • C. If you put the detector in ambient temperature of 20 • C, the temperature of silicon element will be lower than 100 • C. In ambient temperature of 0 • C, the temperature of the hottest elements oscillate between 40 • C and 60 • C. According to predictions, the temperature of heat generating elements is the lowest in the lowest ambient temperature. Under these conditions, the highest noted temperature is lower than 25 • C. The temperature inside detector is expressed by equation
Summary
The results are satisfying. The MPD-TOF detector might be a little overheated during the work in high ambient temperature (more than 30 • C), because at that time, the temperature of silicon will be higher than 70 • C. There will be no permanent damage, because the silicon melting temperature is 1 400 • . 70 • C is too much for silicon and integrated circuits may not work too efficiently. The highest temperature inside upper chamber where integrated circuits are located was not much higher than 120 • C. Because of low thermal conductivity of acrylic plates, they are good separators between hot elements and the rest of detector.
